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Since September 14, 2013, shortly after the June 28, 2013 low at $1179.40 in an ongoing correction from 
gold's historic 2011 high, we have developed a discussion about prospective price action.  In later reports, 
we showed what we thought were the three most likely scenarios:  one bullish - in the context of a reversal 
of the 2-year downtrend - and two bearish thus implying eventual downtrend resumption.  Subsequently, 
price weakness below $1251 on November 20, 2013 nullified the bullish scenario leaving us with two 
bearish alternatives shown in the chart immediately below – an A-B-C rally and an A-B-C-D-E triangle. 
 

 
 
As of our February 19, 2014 report (Gold:  Threes) a series of apparent 3-swing moves since the June 2013 
low implied the overall June 2013 -- ???? pattern was a triangle.   However, on March 12, 2014 gold prices 
reached a new high above $1355 in the December – March upleg and, in doing so, established a 5-swing 
wave structure.  You can see that annotated in the next chart below.  The 5-swing structure ruled out the 
broad triangular scenario that we had been entertaining. 
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In the context of the ongoing downtrend from the 2011 high the 5-swing structure conforms to a C-wave in 
an overall pattern that represents a potential “inverted flat” – the pattern subdivides into an A-wave rally 
having 3 subswings, a B-wave decline having 3 subswings and a C-wave rally having 5 subswings.  
Typically, inverted flat patterns generate C-wave strength that equals or betters their A-wave highs.  In this 
case that is the August 28, 2013 rally high at $1433.70 basis spot month Comex futures and our schematic 
illustration in the above first chart illustrates that tendency.  Sometimes, however, an inverted flat will have a 
lackluster C-wave that tops out below the A-wave high.  In such instances, the C-wave weakness is often a 
precursor of downtrend acceleration once the inverted flat is completed. 
 
Price action in gold during the past week, particularly on March 17, was informative; it suggested that the 
move up from the December 2013 low at Point B3 had terminated.  Examine the daily chart below. 
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Trading during that session scored a new high for the move at $1392.60.  From there prices broke sharply.  
In doing so, they established a daily "outside" top reversal range and that was accompanied by a bearish 
divergence on the daily stochastic (see diverging magenta lines on the chart/indicator – new price highs 
were not confirmed by the oscillator).  Furthermore, the top reversal occurred in proximity to the illustrated 
Fibonacci-related 78.6% retracement ($1379.7) of down leg B3.  That combination makes a strong case 
that the December – March rally is over.  The immediate following price weakness tends to corroborate that 
conclusion.   
 
Therefore, our present expectations are for renewed  long-term downtrend development.  Such could be a 
long drawn-out grinding affair or it could be an accelerated liquidation break that terminates in a classic 
selling climax.  In either case, we anticipate that the purported “double bottom” lows of June-December 
2013 at $1181.4 – 1179.40 will be violated and the overwhelming bullish sentiment in the gold market 
community will be converted to disillusion and despair.  Our long-standing downside target zone for the 
ongoing downtrend has been the $1155 – 1144 area that we have discussed in numerous reports since 
2011.  Generally we don’t make target revisions in a fully developed trend such as is ongoing since 2011.  
However, in this instance, in addition to our $1155 – 1144 area we want to put forward a secondary 
downside target around the $1112 level. 
 
Here comes the caveat:  In our March 1, 2014 report (Gold & Silver: Eventful January – February 2014) we 
acknowledged that January – February gold action featured an improved intermediate- and long-term 
momentum structure.  Weekly and monthly stochastic oscillator readings in both gold and silver had turned 
up from "oversold" levels and prices had recovered above their respective 40-week moving averages.  That 
was not unprecedented in the long-term decline from the 2011 price highs – similar action occurred in 2012 
with no resultant price trend reversal.  However, the 2014 momentum indicator turns were at much lower 
levels than had been seen earlier thus we concluded that the momentum picture could be implying a more 
constructive price structure.  Therefore, we acknowledge that the 5-swing advance from the December 
2013 low to the March 17, 2014 high may be the initial leg in a new, sustained uptrend phase and that the 
price weakness seen in the past week is a typical correction of that 5-swings.  At present we stand by the 
bearish scenario outlined above that expects new price lows in the ongoing downtrend from 2011.  We will 
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reconsider that view if prices can stabilize once short-term conditions become "oversold" and then mount a 
new recovery leg that clears $1393. 
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Note:  Some price points in the inactive front month Comex, CME and CBT futures (i.e. the continuation chart plots) may have 
been extrapolated from prices in the first active month and may reflect either the official exchange session or electronic data that 
occurs after official exchange hours.  In those markets closing daily  values generally approximate the Globex close at 5:00 -  5:15 
PM ET. 
 
Charts constructed with Omega Research SuperCharts and Equis MetaStock. 
Data Source: Commodity Systems Inc.; Reuters DataLink 
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